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AN INSTRUMENTATION TAPE WINDER/CLEANER/CERTIFIER

G. W. READ and R. J. YOUNGWIST
Mincom Division

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.
Camarillo, California

A tape Winder/Cleaner/Certifier for instrumentation tape has been developed which
rewinds, cleans and certifies (i.e., checks for signal dropouts at high speed without
damaging tape. In fact, in many cases, poorly wound damaged tape can be restored to a
useable condition. The cleaning operation also may restore tape whose recorded
information is virtually unuseable to a condition in which the information is useable.

Rewinding tape by a center-driven hub requires a tight tape pack in order that the driving
torque be transmitted from the reel hub to the tape web by frictional forces between
layers in the tape pack, rather than by tension in the tape itself. If this requirement is not
accomplished smoothly and equally the wound tape pack is subject to deformation
during storage and/or temperature changes. This deformation is caused by slippage of
one tape layer relative to another, directly related to unequal tensions during packing. As
a result of this slippage the tensile stress in the tape changes and may become actually
negative at some areas in the tape pack. This changing stress may cause various types of
unacceptable tape pack, described variously as spoking, cinching, buckling, etc. These
deformations in the tape pack can result in excessive tensile stresses in the tape which
will cause permanent physical damage to the tape. They may also cause machine flutter
during the periods in which the un-even stresses occur the next time the tape is used on a
tape recorder.

The requirement of a tight pack at high winding speed is difficult to meet with a hub-
driven system for several reasons. The primary reason is that air is trapped between
adjacent layers of tape, resulting in lessened friction between layers. Another reason for
a loose tape pack may be centrifugal force on the tape being wound. Centrifugal forces
tend to separate each layer from the layer beneath it. (The tape is compelled by
centrifugal force to follow a circular path from the line of contact between the incoming
and wound tape onward.)

In the equipment being described a “pack wheel” rather than a driven hub in used to
wind the tape on the reel. This “pack-wheel” is motor driven and contacts the outer 



surface of the tape pack, causing the reel to rotate and the tape to be wound on to the
reel.

A grooved monothane surface on the pack wheel perimeter provides high frictional force
between the pack-wheel perimeter and the outside of the tape pack. This grooved contour
results in very little air being trapped between layers of tape and provides a smooth wind
at any speed up to a maximum of 1500 feet per minute (300 inches per second).

There are several reasons that the grooved pack-wheel causes less air to be trapped
between tape layers than does a smooth pack wheel. The lands between the grooves are
subjected to higher pressure per unit area resulting in more complete expulsion of the air
film between the upper tape layer ana the layer immediately beneath. This air film tends
to be entrapped by the pumping action of the outer layer where it contacts the tape pack.
In addition to providing greater unit pressure the grooved pack wheel provides an escape
route through the grooves which has less resistance to air movement than the route
which the trapped air must follow when a flat pack-wheel is used.

Even-ness of the pack can be improved by varying the force with which the pack-wheel
contacts the tape pack. This force is programmed to be high at the beginning of the pack
and at the end of the pack, going to a lesser value during most of the wind cycle. This
high pack-wheel force is also used at any time the winding cycle is started or stopped
even though it may be at some point other than the beginning or end of the reel.

The tape path of the cleaner/rewinder consists of the following items in order: supply
reel, compliance arm (mechanical tension servo), oxide-side wiper, backing wiper,
oxide-side burnisher, oxide-side wiper, compliance arm (mechanical tension servo), and
take-up reel. The motor-driven pack-wheel contacts the perimeter of the tape pack which
is wound on the hub of the take-up reel, and thereby causes rotation of the take-up reel.

The tape direction and pack-wheel operation is reversible so that either reel may be used
as the take-up reel. In either direction of motion there is an oxide-side wipe preceding
and following burnishing.

The certifier section contains a full width erase head, a multitrack (number optional)
record head, and a matching reproduce head. Drop outs are monitored by recording a
tone (variable from 50 khz to 1.2 mhz) and monitoring reproduce output level through an
adjustable sampling period (window). Drop-outs (i.e. reduction of output voltage below
a pre-set level) are counted and displayed on electronic counters and a strip-chart
recorder. Display on the electronic counters is total accumulated drop-outs; on the strip-
chart recorder it is in drop-outs per unit length of tape. The normal cleaning/certifying
(without rewinding) cycle is one cleaning pass (from left to right) at a maximum speed of
300 ips followed automatically by a cleaning and c6rtifying pass from right to left at 120



ips. The certifying pass must always be from right to left due to the locations of the
erase, record, and reproduce heads.

Tension in the tape path of the Winder/Cleaner/Certifier is controlled by a mechanical
servo, or “Vector brake”. This is an application of the “Vector Displacement-to-force
Converter” for which a patent application has been made. In this particular application
the displacement is that of a compliance arm in which tension in the tape is balanced
against the tension in an elongated helical spring. The displacement of this compliance
arm is converted into a braking force which is applied to the tape reel. This braking force
governs the tape tension. The feedback action thus provided is utilized to servo the tape
tension to a constant value.


